The atomic model that Bohr proposed in 1913 constituted a break with all earlier conceptions of the atom. Keeping to the theory's basic postulates -the stationary states and the frequency condition -he conceived the model as preliminary and immediately began developing and modifying it. Strictly speaking there was no single Bohr atom but rather a series of different models sharing some common features. In this paper I start with calling attention to some less well known aspects of Bohr's early model of one-electron atoms the significance of which only became recognized after his death in 1962. I then briefly sketch how he abandoned the ring model for many-electron atoms about 1920 and subsequently went on developing the ambitious orbital model that he thought would unravel the secrets of the periodic system. Bohr's model of 1921-1922 marked the culmination of the orbital atom within the old quantum theory, but it would soon be replaced by a symbolic and nonvisualizable view of atomic structure leading to the atom of quantum mechanics. cm. Known as the Bohr radius, the quantity is usually designated the symbol a0 rather than a1. As Bohr pointed out later in his paper, because the radius of the atom varies as  2 , an atom in a highly excited state can be remarkably large: "For  = 12 the diameter is equal to 1.6 × 10 -6 cm, or equal to the mean distance between the molecules in a gas at a pressure of about 7 mm mercury; for  = 33 the diameter is equal to 1.2 × 10 -5 cm, corresponding to the mean
In 1913 Bohr derived the quantized energy levels of hydrogen by considering quantum jumps between adjacent states at very high values of , where the separation of adjacent energy levels varies as 1/ 3 . For the ratio of the mechanical frequencies of the states τ = N and τ = N -1 he found 1 Bohr 1913a, p. 9. 2 Ibid., p. 10. 3 Ibid., p. 18. 4 The term "Rydberg atom" only came into wide use in the late 1970s. According to the Web of Science, it was first used in the title of a scientific paper in 1971. Kleppner, Littman and Zimmerman 1981 emphasize Bohr's role as the founding father of the physics of Rydberg atoms.
which tends toward unity for N 1. Bohr used the result to argue that for highly excited states the radiation frequency due to quantum jumps would be almost the same as the mechanical frequency of revolution. Thus, in this first discussion of the correspondence principle for frequencies he was in effect using Rydberg states as an illustration.
Bohr's expectation with regard to highly excited atoms turned out to be basically correct. Isolated Rydberg atoms were first observed deep in interstellar space. 5 In 1965 scientists from the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in the USA detected microwave radiation from hydrogen atoms corresponding to transitions between energy levels near  = 100, and later radio astronomers have detected states as large as  = 350 in outer space. Because of the exceedingly low density in interstellar gas clouds, Rydberg atoms can exist for long periods of time without being ionized. Whereas the life-time of an ordinary excited atom is of the order 10 -8 second, Rydberg atoms may live as long as a second. Astronomers have for long been familiar with a radiation from the heavens at a frequency of 2.4 GHz that is due to a transition in hydrogen from  = 109 to  = 108. It was only with the arrival of tunable dye lasers in the 1970s that it became possible to study Rydberg atoms in the laboratory, after which the subject became increasingly popular. Today it has grown into a minor industry. who for a while thought that the model was supported by X-ray spectroscopic data.
However, latest by 1920 it was realized that the planar ring atom was inadequate and had to be replaced by a more complex model that made both chemical and physical sense. In a letter to Rudolf Ladenburg of 16 July 1920 Bohr wrote, "it also seems that an assumption of rings already has to be given up because of insufficient stability In order to explain the finer details of the periodic system, and especially the transition groups and the rare earths, Bohr made use of the hypothesis of penetrating orbits, which was essential to his entire line of argument. According to this hypothesis, the valence or optical electrons moving in eccentric elliptical orbits would penetrate the inner shell of eight electrons that characterize the noble gases.
The idea of penetrating orbits was independently suggested by Erwin Schrödinger in 1921, but only Bohr applied it systematically to the periodic system. In Bohr's theory, the penetrating orbits not only accounted for the spectra of the alkali metals, but above all they played the role of a coupling effect. He pictured the penetrating orbits as divided in two parts: outside the core of the atom the optical electron moves in an approximate Keplerian ellipse exhibiting a perihelion precession; when it penetrates the region of the core, the electric field is changed and the internal orbit is no longer a simple continuation of the outer elliptical orbit. Instead, it performs an orbit much closer to the nucleus and therefore is more effectively bound.
From a methodological point of view, Bohr's theory was markedly eclectic, relying on a peculiar mixture of empirical evidence and theoretical reasoning ( Figure   3 ). Among the empirical evidence were data from X-ray spectroscopy, which he investigated together with the Dutch physicist Dirk Coster, but these played no role in his original formulation of the theory.
The two components were tied together by a more intuitive understanding of the mechanism in the building up of atoms. Although the new theory was no less dependent on empirical knowledge of the chemical elements than the 1913 theory, Bohr stressed that it was not derived inductively from such knowledge. It was the use of general principles that distinguished the new theory from earlier ideas of atomic structure and supplied it with Bohr's personal imprint. These general principles he used in a philosophical rather than physical or mathematical way, in the sense that they were not stated quantitatively but were qualitative considerations of an intuitive kind. Foremost among them was the versatile correspondence principle which permeated the entire theory in a characteristic but also opaque way.
For example, he claimed that the quantum state of an atom could be inferred from a "closer investigation" based on the correspondence principle. Bohr's "closer investigation" -a favourite phrase in his idiosyncratic terminology -remained unclear, except that it did not imply a mathematical deduction from quantum theory or, for that matter, calculations at all.
More often than not, the correspondence principle acted as a deus ex machina, or so it seemed to many contemporary physicists outside the Copenhagen group.
Kramers, who knew Bohr's style of physics intimately, recalled how he had arrived at his theory: "It is interesting to recollect how many physicists abroad thought, at the time of the appearance of Bohr's theory of the periodic system, that it was extensively supported by unpublished calculations which dealt in detail with the structure of the individual atoms, whereas the truth was, in fact, that Bohr had Commenting on their diagrams, Kramers and Holst warned that, "Although the attempt has been made to give a true picture of these orbits as regards their dimensions, the drawings must still be considered as largely symbolic." Høffding, Bohr expressed his doubts "that we shall be able, in the world of the atom, to carry through a description in space and time of a kind which corresponds to our ordinary sensory image." He stressed that "one is operating with analogies."
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On the other hand, at the time neither Bohr nor Kramers had apparently any doubt about 21 Kramers and Holst 1923, p. 192 . On this book, see Kragh and Nielsen 2012. 22 Quoted in Kragh 2012b, pp. 352-353. Objections to the orbital model had been around for some time, raised in particular by the youngsters Pauli and Heisenberg, whereas it took more time for Bohr to abandon the orbits. 
